Be Energy Wise!

Read the Efficiency Tips to Find the Missing Words

Across
1. Purchase a dishwasher that saves _____ and energy.
3. Select efficient home office _____ and electronics.
7. Install ceiling _____ to reduce air conditioning costs.
9. Purchase a clothes _____ with a moisture sensor.
13. _____ between window/door frames and walls.
15. Install a _______ thermostat.
16. Use _______ for light or heat whenever practical.
17. Launder clothes in cold or _____ water.
20. Turn off electronics and _____ chargers when not in use.

Down
2. Plant _____ to shelter your home from the elements.
3. Upgrade to a high-_______ furnace/air conditioner or heat pump.
4. _____ attic, exterior walls, basement, and crawl spaces.
5. Adjust your _______ when leaving home for an extended time.
6. Completely convert to compact and other _______ bulbs.
8. ____ load dishwashers, clothes washers, and dryers.
10. Set hot water heater no _____ than 120°F.
11. Use window blinds or _______ to keep out cold or heat.
12. Purchase an insulating _______ for the hot water heater.
14. Turn off _____ when you leave a room.
18. Install _______ sensors, dimmers, and timers for indoor and outdoor lighting.

Answers to Safety Crossword:
21. rated 22. Years